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A comprehensive menu of The Dove Cafe from CASTLEMAINE covering all 19 menus and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about The Dove Cafe:
Have eaten here since discovering this little haven several years ago! It seems only locals seem to know about
this quirky little retro eatery secreted away from Castlemaine's main drag. read more. In beautiful weather you

can even eat in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or
physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about The Dove Cafe:

Table service was very slow, and after waiting 25 min collected our own menus from the counter. After another
wait, we waved to get attention so we could order, and were told off ' for doing so. In the meantime four other

tables who all arrived...well after we did, were served before us. The food when it finally arrived was alright, The
coffee was good. In all we spent 1 1/4 hours there mainly waiting around too long... read more. At The Dove Cafe
from CASTLEMAINE you have the opportunity to savor delicious vegetarian courses, in which no trace of animal

meat or fish was used, Furthermore, the visitors of the establishment enjoy the large variety of the differing
coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has available. If you decide to come for breakfast, you are

offered a hearty brunch, Plus, you can enjoy the food of all the fine menus in the midst of this Diner's attractive
ambiance.
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Salad�
SALAD

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

Toas�
TOAST

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Et�.
HOME FRIES

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

TOSTADAS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

GLUTEN FREE

BAR

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
MILK

FETA

TOMATE

EGGS

TOMATO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 7:30-17:00
Tuesday 7:30-17:00
Wednesday 7:30-17:00
Thursday 7:30-17:00
Friday 7:30-17:00
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